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If you type questions in Google like " Which genders commits the most domestic violence ", they will tell
you in bold faced fonts that its men. But if you google other topics like " which gender relies more on
welfare ", you won't get any bold faced font results. You'll actually have to dig deep through the results
and there's a good chance you might not even find anything.
They're controlling the internet. When you control the internet, you in a way control reality. Those search
algorithms were originally built to give you a peak into the world as it is. Whatever article gets the most
hits will pop up. But that's not happening now. How is this not propaganda?
And what can be done to fix it? The feminists have gained a foothold in big tech. But how did this happen
in the first place? If the feminists were the ones who created big tech, then I can understand. But they
didn't. So why is big tech even listening to them over everyone else? Because of money? I thought
conservatives generally had more monetary power than liberals. There's clearly some power play
happening here.
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Organic-Efficiency10 • 6 points • 1 October, 2022 05:19 AM* 

The funny thing is that it isn’t even an agreed upon fact that men commit more domestic violence. It’s true that
men do most of the really severe kinds of DV (like murdering their partner) but there isn’t a consensus on
whether men are more likely to abuse their partner. There have been more than 200 papers that show that an
equal percentage of women are abusive (Tbf there are some criticisms of the methodologies* of these papers
(search CTS), though a lot of it is done by feminist ideologues and doesn’t seem to be motivated by just trying to
find the truth)

*there is also a chance that even those 200 papers are downplaying the number of male abuse victims. One thing
I recently read was that even in these papers , attacking your partner with your nails is not counted as abuse
(while shoving you partner etc is). Makes sense as the methodologies etc were exclusively made with female
victims of male abusers in mind.

xsplizzle • 2 points • 1 October, 2022 02:08 AM 

The feminists have gained a foothold in big tech. But how did this happen in the first place? If the feminists were
the ones who created big tech, then I can understand. But they didn't. So why is big tech even listening to them
over everyone else?

Historically geeks have been pretty bad with women, someone who gets little attention is way more likely to
white knight in the hopes of gaining that attention, thats all really
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